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About This Game

Play for one of the opposing sides of the plastic warriors. At your disposal a large arsenal of firearms. Fight on different maps
for one of the teams: small, plastic soldiers!

You can pick up several types of weapons!
Throw enemies with grenades, put mines, shoot a sniper rifle or a grenade launcher, the choice is yours!

Choose your battle tactics!
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Title: Plastic soldiers
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
Creative Black Chair
Publisher:
Creative Black Chair
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-4340 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000, GeForce 8800, ATI 1950 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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A great port of a very fun game. Well worth the small cost if you want to spend a 15-20 minute session doing some calculations,
taking a calculated risk and cursing the evil gods of the RNG.. I'm sure this was a blast to work on, but it just doesn't feel like a
full fledged game, may be worth the price if you want to support those that made it, but I have yet to find a group of friends that
really enjoyed the game, it gets pretty repetitive and old really quickly. Props to those that developed it, and hope you keep
making more, because it feels like there is potential, just doesn't feel quite there yet.. Made by the developers of Bad Rats,
need I say more?

This game is bad. Really bad. The gameplay is repetitive and boring, even before the end of the first level I wanted to
stop playing. The voice acting is the worst I've heard, the music is a short 30 second loop, the fire sound is awful and
since this is a space shooter you'll hear it A LOT. Visually the foreground and background objects feel like they are
drawn for two entirely different games (they don't mesh well) and are hard to look at.

I'm sad that I even installed this game, in the end I found no enjoyment. If this review saves you from experiencing this
terrible title then I have succeeded.. Steps to winning with this broken piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

1. TQ2.
2. Sit inside the tornado as it slowly moves towards your enemy.
3. As the enemy blocks the tornado, hit him with that unblockable.
4. Profit

Literally the only way to counter this broken piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665is by just guarding the
tornado, and the timing on that is really weird.. I got this game in a pack along with 4 others from Nicker Vision
Studios for around $0.50 a piece. Being a cheap "bargain" purchase I did not expect much from these games. I was
surprised to discover that, while all are very simple, retro type games, they are done extremely well.

Pivot for example has a simple, one-button mechanic that has you change the direction that the orb is moving as it goes
in a circle, while grabbing other white orbs and avoiding other shapes, all while going for the high score. It's addictive
and challenging, and also very rewarding when feel you start to get the hang of it.

I love it!!!
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Characters and plot points are dropped and quickly forgotten, the endings (especially the true ending) make no sense and it
doesn't have an original bone in its body.

Even for two bucks, this is trash.. ive been searching for this game for 6 years after playing the demo and i forgot all about it. It
took me a minute to enjoy this game, but it is a fun litte Napoleno adventure. It can be very challenging and has some
annoyances, but at a sale price it is worth it.. I waited for this soundtrack! Got it on Day 1 this came out. I did wait, I really did.
Now im trying to find the genre for this type of music!. Lots of fun. Great animation style. Highly recommended.. Finally
finished playing the game. The story is interesting, but the gameplay was very disappointing compared to previous and following
Rainbow Six games. Would not recommend.

Stay Silent 螢幕判官 Behind the Screen Release Notes for v1.10 (02/26/2018):
[SCRIPT]
- Added French

[STORY]
- Added extra story, Behind the Story. Release Notes for v1.03 (04/22/2018):
Behind the screen, everyone is a judge!

[UI]
- Added volume adjustment

[SCRIPT]
- Optimized simplified chinese localization
- Fixed script dialogue

[GAMEPLAY]
- Adjusted section 2 difficulty

[MISC]
- Fixed some system bugs
. Release Notes for v1.07 (08/30/2018):
[SCRIPT]
- Adjust the tempo of stories text in the last section. Release Notes for v1.05 (07/04/2018):
[UI]
- Adjusted Font Size

[MISC]
- Fixed some playing bugs. Release Notes for v1.08 (10/06/2018):
[MISC]
- Fixed some playing bugs
- Fixed the achievement "Alice's Rabbit Hole" may have an unattainable situation
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